In this paper, we utilise transactional memory (TM) to limit interferences of concurrent hard real-time (HRT) and besteffort (BE) tasks in a shared memory multi-core. We first propose a way to calculate the worst-case execution time (WCET) bound of HRT transactions when the set of concurrent transactions is known. In the next step we enhance our TM contention manager to prioritise transactions depending on their real-time requirements. With our approach it is possible to bound the interferences of any BE transaction and thus ensure a predictable execution of concurrently running HRT transactions. Our evaluation shows that the impact of BE tasks on the WCET bound of HRT tasks is minimal, while allowing them to share data.
INTRODUCTION
The trend in safety-critical real-time systems leads towards multi-core systems, because the limited computational power of uniprocessors will not suffice the requirements of future automotive or avionic applications. To efficiently utilise these processors safety-critical applications will emerge that are composed of tightly coupled tasks, which are communicating via shared memory to process sensor values, analyse input data, plan decisions, control actuators, or monitor the system state. The tasks in such parallel applications will be of different criticality, i.e. some tasks are safety-critical and exhibit hard real-time constraints, while other tasks are non-critical and have no timing requirements.
In safety-critical systems, applications or tasks need to be certified to different levels depending on the criticality of their required functionality. In general, four safety integrity levels (SIL) are distinguished for safety-related embedded systems [4] . The complexity and cost of the certification depends on the safety requirements and thus on the SIL of the subsystem. Therefore, it is worthy to certify each subPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from Permissions@acm.org. RTNS 2013, October 16 -18 2013, Sophia Antipolis, France Copyright is held by the owner/author(s). Publication rights licensed to ACM. ACM 978-1-4503-2058-0/13/10 ...$15.00. http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2516821.2516832 system to the lowest certification level required by its functionality. Though, if different subsystems are integrated in one system and share resources, the criticality of all subsystems must be raised to the criticality of the subsystem with the highest safety requirements. This means for parallel applications that all tasks sharing data or other resources need to provide the same safety guarantees as the task with the highest criticality. In this paper, we will show how to isolate tasks of different criticality, while allowing them to share data. The focus of our work is on the real-time aspect of safety-critical systems. Hence, other requirements of safety-critical systems as certification or fault tolerance are omitted. Further, we will distinguish only tasks with hard real-time (HRT) constraints and tasks without any timing guarantees, so called best-effort (BE) tasks.
Transactional memory (TM) [16] is an emerging programming model for parallel general purpose systems. Compared to lock-based synchronisation mechanisms, programming with TM is easier and less error-prone, because it ensures atomicity, isolation, consistency, and the absence of deadlocks. Unfortunately, TM systems usually cannot respect timing constraints of parallel applications. However, there are approaches to use TM in real-time systems, as e.g. [1, 9, 28] . In this paper, we take the next step and propose a TM system that allows the communication of HRT and BE tasks (in a so called HRT/BE application), while guaranteeing predictability for the HRT tasks. From the real-time point of view this mitigates the strict isolation of BE and HRT tasks in a shared memory multi-core. With the proposed TM, we can provide timing guarantees to the HRT tasks when the set of concurrent tasks is known. Whereas BE tasks, which may not be timing analysable, are allowed to use the system and the shared resources in a best-effort manner, but no timing guarantees can be given.
The contribution of the paper is as follows. We propose a TM contention manager for systems with concurrent HRT and BE tasks that ensures a timing isolation of tasks with different real-time requirements, while allowing them to share data. Therefore, we enhance a hardware transactional memory system by a real-time capable commit scheduling that bounds the execution time of HRT transactions. For the isolation of the BE transactions we extend this approach by a prioritised TM contention manager. We also propose a timing analysis method that determines a worst-case execution time (WCET) bound of a parallel application con- sisting of multiple HRT and BE tasks that share data. Our approach provides a valid WCET bound for each HRT task, without considering the execution schedule of the other tasks from the parallel HRT/BE application. Therefore, it is possible to schedule cooperating tasks of a parallel application in a shared memory system independently of each other. The paper is organised as follows: The next section gives a motivating example for the use of TM in HRT/BE systems. Section 3 provides an overview on the related work. Section 4 describes our HRT/BE TM contention manager. A timing analysis of parallel HRT applications is presented in Section 5. Section 6 evaluates our proposed TM system by estimating WCET bounds and the throughput of an HRT/BE application. The paper is concluded in Section 7.
PARALLEL HRT/BE APPLICATIONS
First, we will present an example for a system in which a parallel application consists of tasks with different real-time constraints that share data. Then, we will show that TM can guarantee timing predictability for the hard real-time tasks of such applications that cannot be provided by other non-speculative concurrency control mechanisms.
Consider a system in which different parallel tasks are using a shared data structure. Figure 1 shows two possible structures for such applications: (a) depicts a software pipeline that e.g. processes a sensor data stream and (b) shows a data parallel application that concurrently works on a shared data structure, like a tree, graph, or simulation model. Assume that all worker tasks underlie HRT constraints (and may also have other requirements of safetycritical systems like fault tolerance guarantees). Further, consider a system monitoring task that observes the system state. Assume this task has no real-time constraints, i.e. it is executed in a best-effort manner. An example for such task could be an integrated data and control logging service in avionic or automotive systems. By design the monitoring task needs a consistent view on the shared data, for example in the software pipeline it should count the number of data packets currently in progress by aggregating all entries of the buffers or in the data-parallel application it should calculate the average weight of all elements of the shared tree, graph, or simulation model. This means that its result is incorrect, when a worker task changes the data whilst the monitoring task aggregates them. Intuitively the accesses on the shared data would be guarded by locks to ensure mutual exclusion of the accesses. However, by doing so the monitoring task influences the timing of the worker tasks, which may have to wait on the monitoring task to leave the critical section. So, the interference of the monitoring task has to be bounded. Therefore, the monitoring task must be considered as HRT task and a timeconsuming timing analysis has to be performed that requires a deep analysis of the task's control flow (e.g. loop bounds and infeasible paths) [13, 24, 32] , while by its functionality it has no real-time constraints. The monitoring task has also to comply coding guidelines of HRT applications (e.g. restricted pointer usage or flow annotations) [11, 17, 25] , otherwise timing analysis may fail determining the worst-case upper bound of the task's execution time.
An optimistic concurrency control mechanism like TM could allow the monitoring task to access the shared data speculatively. However, when the data changes during aggregation, the monitor task aborts and retries. If the TM system could ensure that each HRT task always prevails over the BE monitoring task, the timing interference of the monitoring task is bounded by the TM system without the need to provide hard real-time guarantees to the BE task. Thus, the costly timing analysis can be simplified and the development guidelines for the BE monitoring task are less restrictive, while the functionality and timeliness of the shared memory parallel HRT application are preserved. Hence, it is required that the TM system (1) allows a timing predictable execution of every HRT task and (2) upper bounds the influences of any BE transaction. This can be done by guaranteeing a maximum time any transaction of each HRT task can be delayed and by deferring the commits of BE transactions in case of conflict.
Another example for a parallel HRT/BE application could be a future automotive advanced driver assistance system that integrates an HRT collision avoidance and a traffic sign recognition without timing constraints. In such application the results of video processing (e.g. stereo vision and feature extraction) could be provided for both subsystems using shared memory communication. Thus, the system can avoid redundant calculations required by the common approach, in which both subsystems are strictly isolated (i.e. each subsystem has its private system partition and no communication is possible). Hence, the integrated HRT/BE application can better utilise the multi-core processor. The collision avoidance and the traffic sign recognition could interact with the HRT driver's user interface, e.g. by signalling the necessity to initiate the emergency brake application or inviting the driver to comply with the speed limit. By our proposed approach such subsystems with different timing requirements can be integrated in one multi-core, while guaranteeing the predictable execution of the HRT tasks.
To summarize, classic concurrency control requires to grant BE tasks HRT guarantees, if they share data with HRT tasks. This results in the need to treat BE tasks like HRT tasks in terms of analysis and coding restrictions. The use of optimistic concurrency control like TM can reduce this unnecessary analysis of BE tasks and ease development and verification of parallel HRT/BE applications. In exchange for this the TM system has to be designed for predictability.
RELATED WORK
In embedded real-time systems the increasing parallelism of the hard-and software and the question of how to provide safe and tight WCET bounds for them is a research topic with increasing importance. On the one hand there is a challenge to analyse parallel hardware architectures [6, 7, 26] and different proposals for HRT capable multi-core architectures, like [14, 30] , try to solve this aspect. On the other hand novel programming paradigms for parallel real-time applications are also an upcoming research area [19] . The bulk synchronous programming model [31] is capable of providing timing bounds for parallel programs by synchronising all parallel tasks frequently at a global barrier [3] . Nevertheless, also common parallel programming methods with locks can be used for predictable parallel applications: If the locks are implemented in a predictable way, a bound for the worst-case timing of the parallel application can be determined [33] . In this paper, however, we focus on TM.
Transactional memory [16] is a popular approach for concurrency control of parallel applications, since it is convenient to use, and it provides isolation and atomicity for concurrent tasks. TM systems can be designed in soft-or hardware (STM, HTM) and may implement different ways to detect transactional conflicts and manage the visibility of intermediate transactional results [15] . With a lazy conflict detection, the TM system solves conflicts not until commit, whereas an eager conflict detection immediately notifies running transactions about conflicts. A TM system with lazy versioning updates the shared memory state on transaction commit. Using eager versioning the speculative writes of a transaction directly update the shared memory state and thus are visible to any other transaction.
In [10] the challenges of using TM for dependable embedded systems that underly real-time and reliability constraints are discussed. It is concluded that changes on multiple levels from the TM's hardware implementation to its language primitives are required. To reach determinable timing guarantees for TM in HRT systems multiple approaches were proposed for STM [1, 2, 8, 9] and HTM [28, 29] .
The STM approaches proposed in [1, 2, 8, 9] model the behaviour of transactions in a scheduling analysis to verify the schedulability of a given task set using the WCET estimates of the tasks and the transactions running in isolation as input parameters. To handle conflicts between concurrent transactions real-time contention managers are proposed. In contrast to our work, these approaches model the worst-case behaviour of the transactions during the schedulability analysis in terms of possible conflicts and resulting aborts. Whereas, we provide a single WCET bound for the whole task including all its transactions, requiring only to inspect the set of possibly overlapping transactions that may conflict. This allows the usage of common nonpreemptive real-time schedulers for independent task sets in multiprocessor systems, because all possible dependencies of the tasks among each other and to the TM system are already modelled in the WCET estimate provided by our approach. Thus, the problem of scheduling a parallel application with an arbitrary number of transactions using a TM system can be simplified to the problem of scheduling a set of independent non-preemptive tasks on a multiprocessor.
The drawback of our approach is that it provides a less precise estimate than the approaches modelling the individual overlaps of the transactions in the schedulability analysis, since currently the exact set of overlapping transactions is not modelled. On the other hand, the modelling of the transaction conflicts during the scheduling analysis is very complex and thus limited to one transaction per task [1] or restricted to single path programs [9] .
The effect of an eager and a lazy conflict detection mechanism on a real-time STM is studied in [2] . It is concluded that the response time of tasks in a TM with eager conflict detection can be significantly lower than in a TM system with lazy conflict detection. This is also confirmed by our evaluation considering the WCET estimates of transactions.
Schoeberl et al. [28] propose a real-time TM (RTTM) that is implemented in hardware. In [29] a timing analysis of the RTTM considering transactions with equal execution times is proposed. If the transactions have different execution times, the maximum execution time of the longest transactions is considered. An assumption that is also made by [9] . In this paper we relax this assumption and allow the analysis of a heterogeneous set of transactions.
The previously proposed real-time TM systems either support HRT [1, 2, 8, 9] or soft real-time [21, 27] constraints only. In a parallel system, which integrates tasks exhibiting different real-time requirements such as hard real-time (HRT), soft real-time, and non real-time (BE), a differentiation between the required guarantees is desirable. The published approaches only use dynamic priorities to model the laxity of tasks to their deadlines. Nevertheless, in [12] a contention management for a TM supporting user-defined priorities is proposed, but the authors cannot provide timing guarantees for the transactions. Manson et al. [22] also introduce different priority levels for the preemptable atomic regions that can be used for concurrency control of real-time applications, but this approach is restricted to uniprocessor systems.
In this paper, we propose a method to concurrently execute HRT and BE tasks that communicate via shared memory in a multi-core processor, while also providing timing guarantees to HRT tasks. We leverage an HTM system to ensure the predictable execution of HRT tasks by isolating concurrently running HRT and BE transactions. Thus, the interferences of the concurrent transactions with different real-time requirements are bounded and quantified. To the best of our knowledge, an approach that calculates the WCET estimates for tasks with transactions in a system supporting parallel HRT/BE applications is novel.
TM FOR HRT AND BE TASKS
In this section we will outline the requirements of a TM for HRT/BE systems. Then, we present a TM contention manager that isolates concurrent (HRT and BE) transactions and bounds their interferences on HRT transactions. The main aspects of a TM system that supports HRT and BE tasks are (1) the enforcement of determinable timing upper bounds for HRT transactions and (2) the limitation and reduction of interferences induced by BE transactions.
Requirements for Predictable Transactions
To allow a predictable execution of tasks containing transactions the code of the tasks need to be analysable, i.e. a sufficiently tight WCET estimate is calculable. Beyond the structure of the code and the determination of the memory accesses, this means for the transactions that their working sets (read and write set) must be known or are at least bound. An unbounded working set of a transaction may result in a resource overflow of the TM system and can cause unbounded interferences with other tasks. The analysis of the transactional working sets [29] allows the identification of possible conflicts, such that the WCET analysis needs to consider only concurrently running transactions with overlapping working sets as conflicting.
Moreover, the TM system needs to grant all HRT transactions a progress guarantee, otherwise no worst-case timing can be determined. Therefore, we assume that the worstcase path and working set of every HRT transaction are finite and determinable, i.e. infinite loops and faulty transactions are not considered.
Isolation of Hard Real-Time Transactions
An absolute isolation of transactions is not possible, since they share the TM system, which takes care of conflict detection and enforces the atomicity of the transactions. Therefore, the TM system has to be designed to upper bound the interferences that transactions may cause on each other.
A major issue to reach a predictable timing of a transaction is that the number of transaction retries, required to solve conflicts, has to be bounded. Common TM systems cannot guarantee a maximum number of transaction retries; they only try to provide fairness or hinder starvation. To cap the number of retries for a transaction, a specific commit scheduling can be used. In [1, 29] contention managers are proposed that bound the maximum number of transaction aborts caused by conflicts with other concurrently running transactions. The maximum number of transaction aborts depends on the number of transactions that can use the same shared data and may be executed concurrently.
Moreover, also non-conflicting transactions may interfere with each others timing. In case of a blocking TM with strictly sequential commit, a finished transaction can be delayed by another transaction that is currently committing. In such case a committing transaction may be delayed by the maximum amount of time the TM system needs to perform the commit for any other transaction. This means, its worst-case waiting time depends on the maximum working set size of any other concurrent transaction. Note that a distributed TM, as e.g. [5] , may commit non-conflicting transactions in parallel without such delay. However, the complexity of such TM impedes its timing analysis.
Beside the conflict detection and resolution also the versioning of the transactional state affects the applicability of the TM implementation for HRT systems. For example, in a TM with eager versioning the abort of a writing transaction causes cascading aborts of all transactions that have read its speculative values. So, from real-time point of view eager versioning can only result in very pessimistic timing assumptions. To avoid too pessimistic estimates, we employ a TM with lazy versioning, which keeps the working set private until commit and thus cannot cause cascading aborts.
Hard Real-Time TM Contention Manager
The most important part of a predictable TM system is the management of the transaction commit. This includes the conflict detection, conflict resolution, and the commit process itself. In this section we propose a contention manager to resolve conflicts of HRT transactions that allows it to determine the maximum execution time of any transaction. To detect conflicts, the contention manager uses either lazy or eager conflict detection.
The basic idea of our conflict resolution mechanism is similar to the approaches proposed in [1, 29] with the major differences that (1) the transactions do not need to be of equal size and (2) different conflict detection mechanisms are investigated. Our approach of an ordered queue commit scheduling (OQCS) introduces a global FIFO commit queue that is maintained by the TM system. On release of a transaction, e.g. by signalling a transaction begin to the TM system, it will be registered at the end of the commit queue. On commit request of any transaction, the TM system allows only the first transaction (i.e. the front element) in the commit queue to proceed. The other transactions are deferred until they reach the front of the commit queue. If no conflict was detected by the TM system, the contention manager allows the committing transaction to update the shared memory state. After the commit of a transaction the corresponding entry is deleted from the commit queue and the next transaction is allowed to commit. To bound the number of transaction aborts a transaction that is restarted due to a conflict keeps its entry in the FIFO commit queue.
In the following we will derive the calculation of the worstcase execution time of a transaction using the OQCS for conflict resolution with lazy and eager conflict detection.
Lazy Conflict Detection
Since the lazy conflict detection is performed only after the transaction has finished, the transaction may have read inconsistent values. In this case the transaction is typically called zombie transaction, because it is still executing, but will not successfully commit. Zombie transactions can have unpredictable behaviour: e.g. if the control flow depends on the shared data, endless loops could occur. By careful programming of the transactional code the possibly harmful and unpredictable character of zombie transactions can be prohibited. Another possibility is to preload the whole read set of a transaction on transaction start, such that the transaction has a consistent view on the shared data, independently of conflicts that may arise during its execution. Due to these methods, we can safely ignore the topic of zombie transactions in this paper.
In the following we will propose a method to calculate the WCET bound of an arbitrary HRT transaction j. Consider that j has a maximum runtime te j (its WCET estimate without any interferences by other transactions) and a working set wj (consisting of read and write set). We assume that each task is assigned to one processor and no preemption is allowed. Thus, the number of transactions running concurrently to j is nj − 1, with nj is less or equal the number of processors (N ) in the system. A transaction j is considered as concurrently executed with a transaction k, if its execution time overlaps with k, i.e. j can conflict with k. The set T Xj contains j and all possible concurrent transactions of j (|T Xj| = nj). If a task contains multiple transactions, then T Xj considers the transaction of the task with the maximum interference to transaction j. First of all, we will derive the worst-case execution scenario of transaction j from the four dimensions the transactions in T Xj may interfere with each other:
1. Conflicts: In the worst case all transactions that may be concurrently executed (T Xj) have conflicting working sets.
OQCS resolves conflicts of concurrent transactions by restarting them and serialising their commit. Therefore, if nj transactions may have conflicting working sets, the worstcase timing of each transaction needs to consider the cost of their re-execution to solve the potential conflicts.
Commit Delay:
When considering the worst-case timing of transaction j for OQCS, j has to be at the back position of the commit queue. In the worst case this back position is nj, because the application has at most nj concurrent tasks with transactions.
Consider transaction j is not at the position nj of the commit queue, then there may exist another transaction from the set of concurrent transactions (T Xj), which is in a subsequent entry of the queue. Thus, j is not maximally delayed by all nj − 1 possible concurrent transactions.
Release Time:
In the worst case all transactions are released at the same time and are added to the OQCS commit queue at once.
Consider the case that nj − 1 transactions are executed concurrently to j and j is at the back position of the queue. Further, consider the transactions are not released at the same time. Then, there is an earliest transaction k that is the transaction in the front position of the commit queue, and thus will be committed first. When the latest transaction j is released ∆t after the transaction k, the transaction k has already an execution progress of ∆t. Because k is to commit first and cannot be aborted, its execution progress is persistent and will not be retreated by the TM system. This execution progress of k cannot be charged to the WCET bound of j, since j was not ready when k was released. However, if both transactions are released at the same time (∆t = 0), k has no progress and j has to wait the whole execution time of k before the next transaction is allowed to commit. Finally, if all other nj − 1 transactions are finished, j can be committed too.
Notice that we considered only the release times of the earliest and latest overlapping transactions, because all other transactions have to be released in between. The release times of the intermediate transactions are not of importance, because these transactions cannot commit until the earliest transaction is finished and are completed before the latest transaction commits.
Transaction Order:
In the worst-case scenario of a transaction j the shortest transaction is in the front position of the commit queue followed by the longest one.
When using lazy conflict detection transactions cannot be aborted while running. Therefore, conflicts that become visible to a transaction (due to the commit of a conflicting transaction) cannot be handled until its commit request. This has the following effect on the worst-case timing of any transaction: Consider the conflicting transactions k and l, which are both released at the same time, k's maximum execution time is lower than l's (te k < te l ), and k is in the first position of the commit queue. Thus, k is committed first and causes a conflict in transaction l. Then the transaction l is still executing while k already committed. Since l is conflicting with k, it has to be restarted. Because of the lazy conflict detection, which forces l to finish its execution and attempt to commit before it can be re-executed with updated data, the worst-case time of l is te k +(te l −te k )+te l = 2 · te l . Thus, there is a gap of te l − te k in which the zombie transaction l is executed, but no execution progress is done. This global progress stall is maximised, when k is the smallest and l the largest transaction of all possible concurrent transactions. If this is generalised to nj concurrent transactions, the worst case is that the shortest transaction is the first to commit followed by the longest. The order of the subsequent transactions is not of importance, since after a parallel execution of all transactions at the beginning, the execution of conflicting transactions is serialised by the contention manager. This is also depicted in Figure 2a .
According to the worst-case scenario for transaction j, we can calculate its WCET bound as follows:
with te l = max i∈T X j \{j}
With k as the shortest transaction and l as the longest transaction in the set of transactions concurrently executed to j (T Xj \ {j}). The WCET bound includes also the delays to abort and commit the transactions. The transaction commit delay tc i represents the time to check for conflicts and write back the transaction's results to shared memory. The abort delay ta models the overhead of conflict detection and transaction restart. For simplicity we consider that the abort delay is constant, because for a context restore and working set flush a general upper bound can be found independently of the characteristics of the transaction. To model the global progress stall the max-term is used in the equation. It represents the maximum execution time of the shortest transaction k (including its commit time) and the execution time of the longest transaction l.
Consider the example in Figure 2a that depicts the worstcase scenario for the transaction 4 that is concurrently executed with the conflicting transactions 1, 2, and 3. As discussed, in the worst case all transactions arrive at the same time and the last transaction to be committed is 4, since it is in the back position of the queue. Also notice that 1 is the shortest and 2 the longest transaction in the queue. As Figure 2a shows, after the commit of 1 all other transactions keep on running, even though it is known that they have to be aborted (marked as "Corrupted" in Figure 2a) . If the three transactions are finished with their first execution, the OQCS serializes their further execution. It can be easily seen that the WCET of 4 is constructed of the run-times of 2 and 3 (including commit and abort delays) and the time that is needed until 2 can be restarted. Since te 1 + tc 1 < te 2 , the execution time of 2 has to be charged to the estimate instead of the execution and commit time of 1 to correctly model the worst-case scenario of 4.
Eager Conflict Detection
The calculation of the worst-case timing of a transaction j for eager conflict detection is similar to the lazy conflict detection, with the difference that during the execution a global progress stall, in which a zombie transaction blocks the overall execution progress, cannot occur. Hence, the transaction order is irrelevant for the worst-case scenario of OQCS with eager conflict detection. Thus, the worst-case scenario is fully described by the conflicts, commit delay, and release time of the transactions and the WCET bound of j can be calculated by:
The term −ta represents that the first transaction in the commit queue is guaranteed to commit on its first attempt.
The Figure 2b shows the execution of the same set of concurrent transactions as in Figure 2a , but for a TM system with eager conflict detection. It can be seen that the WCET bound of 4 is lower than for the lazy conflict detection. This is due to 2 detects its conflict immediately and is restarted earlier and no global progress stall occurs. The early detection of a conflict causes every transaction that is still active to be restarted. This results in an additional utilisation of the given resources. Nevertheless, lower WCET bounds can be reached by the eager conflict detection.
Eager vs. Lazy Conflict Detection
The comparison of the equations to calculate the WCET bounds for transactions in TM systems with lazy and eager conflict detection shows that the eager conflict detection provides lower estimates than the lazy conflict detection mechanism. This finding is in conjunction with the observation of [2] . However, in contrast to prior work we can quantify the benefit by the difference of the Equations (1) and (2):
Thus, the difference of the WCET estimates is dependent on the distribution of the execution (and commit) times of the overlapping transactions. In [29] it is stated that from the WCET point of view the conflict detection is an irrelevant parameter of a TM system. However, this holds only for the assumption that for all transactions the same maximum execution time is considered. Notice that for this case (te k = te l ) our approach gives the same result. By relaxing this assumption, we showed that the way of detecting transaction conflicts is indeed affecting the worst-case timing of the transactions. The effect is directly dependent on the ratio of the largest and smallest transaction in the set of all concurrently executed transactions. So, with increasing heterogeneity of the transactions the choice of which conflict detection should be used becomes more and more important.
Bounding Interferences of BE Transactions
To support transactions with different real-time requirements, namely HRT and BE, the TM system has to ensure that any BE transaction influences an HRT transaction only in a defined and limited manner. Otherwise, no valid timing bounds can be provided for the HRT transactions.
The simplest way to achieve this is to grant HRT guarantees to every BE transaction, meaning that the system supports only hard real-time transactions. In that case timing guarantees can be provided for all transactions, but this approach has the following drawback: The number of aborts (due to conflicts) and the delays (due to waiting for commit) in the worst-case scenarios of every HRT transaction increase with the number of concurrent HRT transactions in the system. This results in higher WCET bounds for the real HRT transactions. Furthermore, the BE transactions need to be analysed to determine their possible influence on the HRT transactions. This is not desirable for BE transactions, because it would increase the analysis cost of the entire system and the BE tasks are forced to follow the HRT development guidelines. Hence, such solution is not appropriate for a system with cooperative HRT and BE tasks.
The best way to cope with both types of tasks (HRT and BE) in a system with TM is the separation of the HRT tasks to minimize the influence they might suffer from any BE task. Therefore, we propose to use priorities in the contention manager. This allows the TM system to prefer HRT transactions and delay BE transactions. By doing so the hard and none real-time transactions can be isolated and the influence of the BE transactions is bounded by the TM contention manager.
We developed a contention manager with a two-level ordered queue commit scheduling (2-OQCS) in which the TM system keeps two separated commit queues to maintain all running transactions: one queue for HRT transactions that is prioritised (HRT-CQ) and one for BE transactions (BE-CQ). To distinguish the different real-time requirements of the tasks the type of a task is propagated to each of its transactions. On transaction begin the TM system adds the transaction to the corresponding commit queue. During the commit phase the contention manager checks for conflicts of the committing transaction and is able to hinder BE transactions from causing conflicts for HRT transactions.
If the 2-OQCS separates the HRT and BE transactions that may be executed at the same time (T XHRT , T XBE), it is possible to upper bound the timing interferences of the BE tasks on the HRT tasks by design. To minimise the influence of the BE transactions the 2-OQCS does not allow any BE transaction to commit while an HRT transaction is active. This can easily be implemented by checking the HRT-CQ on commit of a BE transaction for emptiness. Hence, no timing guarantees can be given for the BE transactions. However, a schedulability analysis that considers a specific task set and thus models the utilisation of the system could verify the liveliness of the BE transactions and determine their response times.
By suppressing the commit of BE transactions HRT transactions cannot be affected by any BE transaction, if their execution time overlaps. As Figure 3 shows a HRT transaction is always able to commit before a transaction without realtime constraints (see 3a and b). Only if an HRT transaction is released while a BE transaction is currently committing, it will be delayed. This is because once the TM system has chosen to commit a transaction, it has to be performed atomically and cannot be aborted. Thus, the HRT transaction has to be delayed until the commit is finished. This is done by the TM system, which stalls the execution when registering at the contention manager on transaction begin. Figure 3c depicts this case. In principle the HRT transaction could be also started while the BE transaction commits, but in case of conflicting working sets the HRT transaction could be corrupted and has to be restarted. Because the BE transactions does not have to be analysed in detail, it may be unknown whether their working sets can conflict with HRT transactions or not. Thus, in the worst case the two transactions will conflict, leading to an increased delay caused by the BE transaction. The Figure 3d depicts this case for the lazy conflict detection.
So, if HRT transactions are stalled during the commit of BE transactions, the influence of BE transactions on the WCET of HRT transactions is bounded by:
The commit time (tc) of a transaction depends on its working set (wi, especially on the write set). To determine a WCET bound of a hard real-time system with BE tasks the worst-case working set of the BE transactions has to be known. So, instead of analysing the BE tasks that are executed in parallel with the HRT tasks, it suffices to know their worst-case working set. Hence, BE transactions need to have a determinable and finite working set, otherwise the TM system cannot guarantee a valid upper bound for the execution time of any HRT transaction.
If the characteristics of the BE tasks are not known while developing and analysing the HRT tasks, the system designer can define bounds for the working set sizes of any BE transaction. The compliance of the BE transactions to the maximum working set size can be ensured by the TM system, which will abort all BE transactions in case their registered working set size exceeds their given budget. This protects the timeliness of the HRT tasks when BE tasks show an unexpected behaviour.
As described, with the 2-OQCS the definition of a maximum working set size is sufficient to model the influence of any BE task on HRT tasks. Thereby, our approach is the first one that supports parallel applications consisting of hard real-time and non real-time tasks in a shared memory multi-core. Since BE tasks do not have to comply with restrictive development guidelines, our approach also enables a simple design and analysis of HRT/BE applications.
WCET ANALYSIS APPROACH
In this section we will propose a method to calculate a WCET estimate for parallel HRT/BE applications using the proposed TM. Therefore, we will extend a classic static WCET analysis [32] by the capability to calculate WCET bounds for transactions.
The analysis has to detect the transactions in the application and estimate their WCETs by the Equations (1) or (2) respectively to the used conflict detection method. To calculate the influence on other overlapping transactions, either HRT or BE, the analysis has to determine which transactions may be executed concurrently, which may conflict, and what is the worst-case path of each transaction. To ease the transaction analysis we make the following assumptions: (1) for each processor that may execute HRT transactions, a concurrent transaction is considered, (2) for each possibly overlapping transaction, the transaction with the highest interference that may be scheduled is assumed, (3) the BE transaction with the largest working set is assumed to begin its commit phase at start time of the considered HRT transaction, and (4) on beginning and end of the transaction the worst-case architectural state is assumed (i.e. empty cache and pipeline on transaction start and after transaction end).
The first three assumptions ensure that the analysis considers the worst-case execution scenario of each HRT transaction. Whereas, the fourth assumption is necessary to provide a WCET estimate for the transactions without considering the actual execution context of the architecture. It also allows us to compose the estimates of the task and its transactions without taking the architectural state into account. Notice that only architectures that are free of timing anomalies [20] and that thus have a worst-case state can be supported by our approach. Since all these assumptions are pessimistic, they allow us to calculate a safe WCET bound. Figure 4 shows an example of a parallel HRT application that is composed of two HRT tasks (producer and consumer) and one BE task (observer) containing each one transaction on their worst-case path. The Figure 4a depicts the control flow of the producer task with the embedded transaction i. To estimate the WCET of the transaction i its worst-case scenario has to be assumed: i is delayed by transaction j, which is started at the same time. When further a BE transaction l, of which only the worst-case working set size w l is known, may be executed concurrently to the HRT transactions, the HRT transactions can be delayed by l's committing time tc l . Then, using Equation (1) and considering the interference of BE transactions by Equation (3) (with tBE = tc l ) the WCET bound of i is t lazy W CET i = te j + tc j + te i + tc i + ta + tc l for the lazy conflict detection. For eager conflict detection the Equation (2) is to be used instead of Equation (1).
To calculate the execution time of both transactions (te i and te j ) the worst-case path of each HRT transaction has to be determined. Since we assume that the architecture is in its worst-case state on transaction begin, we can find the worst-case path independently of the execution context [18] . The calculation of the commit and abort times (tc j , tc i , tc l , ta) is done by modelling the TM system and the characteristics of the working set. The abort and restart times determine the latency of the TM system to reset the transaction's state (e.g. restore the register set in an HTM), for which a constant delay can be assumed. During commit the transaction's write set has to be copied from the transaction buffer to the shared memory plus the TM system has to perform the conflict detection (for the lazy conflict detection) and maintain the internal data structures (like the commit queues). Thus, the commit time depends on a constant delay and the size of the transaction's write set.
When the maximum execution times of the transactions are determined the control flow of each transaction is encapsulated into one meta node in the control flow graph, i.e. for Figure 4a the transaction i is represented by a single node that contains the control flow of all associated nodes. The transaction node is weighted with the calculated WCET bound of the transaction. Furthermore, all subsequent nodes to the transaction node have to consider the worst-case architectural state to be safe from any changes the transaction may have done. Then the WCET bound of the task can be calculated by using classic static WCET analysis techniques.
To conclude, our proposed WCET calculation of parallel programs using TM is a multi-staged process in which (1) the control flow of each task is analysed and transactions are identified in the code, (2) the characteristics of the transactions (e.g. real-time requirements, working set size, and set of overlapping transactions) are extracted, (3) the worst-case path of each HRT transaction is determined and its WCET is estimated in isolation, (4) the WCET bound of each transaction is calculated including the interferences of other BE and HRT transactions using the equations proposed in Section 4, (5) the transactions are replaced by a single node in the control flow, and (6) the WCET bound of each parallel task is calculated independently of each other using static WCET analysis.
EVALUATION
To evaluate our proposed TM for parallel applications composed of HRT and BE tasks we use a hardware transactional memory system. Basically our concept could also be implemented in a software transactional memory system, but the STM code has to be analysed. The implementation of our 2-OQCS in hardware is applicable, since it is simple and can be realised by enhancing the transaction manager [28] . In the following we provide a quantification of the impact of different concurrently running transactions with hard real-time constraints and best-effort transactions on the WCET estimate of an HRT task. We used a custom static WCET analysis tool [23] and enhanced it to support the proposed TM system for a shared memory multi-core. Therefore, we first allowed multiple different tasks to be analysed concurrently, profiled each task for its transactions, and exchanged the characteristics of the transactions among the different tasks to determine the WCET estimate for each task. To keep the analysis as simple as possible we assume in this paper that every transaction may interfere with every other transaction. For our evaluation we model the HRT-capable MERASA multi-core architecture [30] with a TDMA bus, but without memory hierarchy. Only a data scratchpad is configured as TM working set buffer, in which each transaction keeps its view on the shared memory and uncommitted data. It is located within each core and on transaction begin the whole read set will be initially loaded from the main memory. The access time of the data scratchpad is 1 cycle and a main memory access needs 5 cycles when the bus access is granted.
The timing of TM system is modelled as follows: we assume a lightweight context safe and restore on transaction start and abort requiring 68 cycles (assuming 2 cycles per register and having 32 general purpose, a program counter, and a status register) each. The commit of a transaction is accounted with the time to write the transaction's write set and a constant delay of 100 cycles for internal bookkeeping of the contention manager.
To evaluate the impact of transactions with different realtime requirements on the WCET estimates, we chose the implementation of a shared linked list from synchrobench 1 as benchmark. We set up multiple scenarios, in which different list operations being executed in concurrent tasks, to investigate the influence of different transactions on the WCET bound of an HRT transaction. The characteristics of the benchmark is given by Table 1 , showing the maximum sizes of the transaction's read and write sets and the task's WCET estimates for sequential execution. We added count and normalise to the benchmark to represent a more diverse workload. For the analysis we consider that the list has at most 50 entries, since in the worst case all list operations have to traverse the whole list. The normalise operation traverses the list even two times: first to determine the normalisation factor and second to normalise the values. The read set of the count operation is smaller, because it does not access the data values of the list elements. Using these four list operations, a parallel application can be modelled containing: producer (add ), consumer (remove), observer (count), and a combination of all (normalise). The Figure 5 shows the WCET bounds for the add (a) and remove (r) tasks, executed concurrently with other transactions. The x-axis determines which transaction is considered as being executed in parallel, e.g. for "a, c" the task add (white and light grey bars for lazy and eager conflict detection, respectively) or remove (grey and black bars for lazy and eager conflict detection, respectively) runs concurrently with add and count. All tasks are considered as hard realtime, except when being marked by "BE", then the corresponding task has no timing constraints. All WCET bounds are normalised to the estimate of add executed in isolation (refer to Table 1) .
It is shown in the figure that if a transaction is executed in parallel to other transactions, its WCET estimate is multiplied. The higher the number of concurrently executed transactions is, the higher will be the estimate for the transaction under observation. Further, the difference of eager and lazy conflict detection increases with the heterogeneity of the workload. Consider the case when add is executed concurrently to add (see the white and light grey bars in column "a") or the case that remove is executed in parallel with remove (see the grey and black bars in column "r") then the estimates for the lazy and eager conflict detection do not differ. However, when executing add and remove concurrently (see the grey and black bars in column "a" or the white and light grey bars in column "r"), a small improvement is detectable for eager conflict detection. This stems from the difference of the WCET bounds and the working set sizes for both tasks (see Table 1 ) and the fact that the global progress is not stalled in a system with eager conflict detection. Considering a smaller transaction like count as conflicting with add or remove (see column "c"), the usage of the eager conflict detection allows much lower estimates for add and remove than when using the lazy conflict detection. The same also holds for the case when larger transactions like normalise are executed in parallel (see column "n").
The third observation that can be made is that if a transaction is defined as BE, its impact on the WCET estimate of the concurrent HRT transactions is minimal. We depict this for a system with three concurrently active tasks (starting from column "a, c" in Figure 5 ), in which the third task is an observing (count) or an alterative (normalise) task. Consider that add runs in conjunction with remove and normalise and it is assumed that normalise is either HRT or BE (see the white and light grey bars of columns "r, n" and "r, nBE"). If normalise is HRT, the WCET bound of add has to consider the maximum interference of normalise's transaction. However, if normalise is BE, only the commit phase of it may interfere with the HRT tasks. This leads to a much smaller WCET bound that is in the same order as if only two transactions were concurrently executed (see column "r"). So, we could show that a TM system, which distinguishes and isolates HRT and BE transactions, allows tasks with different real-time requirements to share data, while bounding the interferences of BE tasks on HRT tasks to a minimum. This is an important step towards a predictable execution of parallel mixed criticality applications that may integrate tasks with all kinds of real-time constraints including hard, soft, and non real-time.
To investigate the throughput of the TM system, we implemented our approach in a cycle-accurate simulator of the MERASA multi-core. Our TM system is based on the implementation of RTTM proposed in [28] , but extends it by the 2-OQCS contention manager. It has the same timing characteristics as the model of the TM system used for the evaluation of the WCET analysis. We created a scenario with high contention at the TM system, in which each of the four simulated cores consecutively executes the add operation of the shared linked list from synchrobench. The add operation stresses the TM system, because it mainly consists of transactional code. For the evaluation each core has either HRT or BE characteristics. The add operations are executed in a loop with 50 iterations and after each iteration an arbitrary waiting time can be inserted. This delay reduces the pressure on the TM system and simulates workloads with a varying fraction of non-transactional code. It was set to 0, 600, and 1,800 cycles. Hence, the delay is in the same order of magnitude as the execution time of the transactional add operation. The shared list is initialised with a size of 100 elements and the simulation is terminated when the first core has inserted 50 random elements. The Table 2 shows how many iterations were reached by the other cores during the simulation.
The results show that in a scenario with high contention at the TM system (i.e. delay of 0) the BE tasks suffer from starvation. However, if the delay between two transactions is increased, the BE tasks are able to reach half the number of iterations as the HRT tasks. Since it is not likely that future parallel embedded applications will pose such high contention on the TM system, e.g. by executing most of their code inside transactions and showing a high conflict rate, the risk that BE transactions will suffer from starvation is rather low. Anyhow, to provide timing guarantees for the BE tasks a scheduling analysis of the system has to be performed.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a TM for systems with HRT and BE tasks. Therefore, we developed an HRT-capable TM contention manager with a two-level ordered queue com- Table 2 : Number of Iterations for the add Operation on a Shared Linked List in System with HRT and BE Tasks mit scheduling. We showed that our approach enables the WCET estimation of parallel tasks containing transactions. For parallel HRT/BE applications we showed that our approach limits the interferences of BE transactions on HRT transactions, while still providing TM bandwidth to BE tasks. Thereby, our approach allows the independent development of BE tasks that share data with HRT tasks without jeopardizing the timeliness of the HRT tasks. Our approach is the first to provide a predictable execution of applications composed of HRT and BE tasks communicating via shared memory. For future work we plan to extend our approach to provide timing guarantees to BE tasks.
